Liberty Township Comprehensive Plan Community Input Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q7 What is the #1 issue facing Liberty Township today?
Answered: 510

Skipped: 400

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Uncertain future

10/7/2019 1:43 AM

2

Growth and good mixture of developments

10/6/2019 9:53 PM

3

not sure

10/6/2019 8:18 PM

4

Allowing developers to come into the township to make a quick profit, then leaving the Township
with a mess.

10/6/2019 7:01 PM

5

transition seperation between residential property and commercial property

10/6/2019 7:00 PM

6

the never ending rising of property taxes

10/6/2019 4:33 PM

7

Note sure this is #1 but it is an issue that is growing. Drugs and theft in neighborhoods

10/6/2019 4:09 PM

8

Concern over future development

10/6/2019 3:54 PM

9

Too much development of communities that are quickly built with inferior quality.

10/6/2019 3:48 PM

10

Greedy developers wanting to add rental properties (apartments) near existing communities.
Dixon’s plan to add rental units in the final phase of Aspen Trails is exhibit #1. This would have
provided a nice source of cash for the developer, but would have ruined a fine community.

10/6/2019 3:22 PM

11

Lack of diversity within the township

10/6/2019 2:01 PM

12

Perception that builders have gone crazy with subdivision growth without promoting the plan for
nature/green spaces and restaurants without any green space around them.

10/6/2019 1:16 PM

13

Over growth & development

10/6/2019 12:14 PM

14

Security. Should be able park my car on the driveway and no worry about someone breaking into
it. Please gentrify the surrounding neighborhoods.

10/6/2019 11:38 AM

15

Overcrowded roads

10/6/2019 11:31 AM

16

The big home building company's (Fisher, MI, etc) coming in and putting in cheap subdivisions and
not finishing them. The Twp. and county don't listen to the residents that are being effected
whether it's rain water runoff or police and fire services. The pass the buck it's not my problem
mentality of the Township's elected officials and the County's engineering department will make
the Twp. Unwelcoming for future residents.

10/6/2019 11:28 AM

17

Overcrowding. Taking away the green spaces

10/6/2019 11:27 AM

18

The parks are not very good and we are destroying all the natural land.

10/6/2019 11:06 AM

19

Traffic!

10/6/2019 11:05 AM

20

Roads are not safe. Not saving and green space. Stop building neighborhoods on every single
inch of land. We used to have farms...no more.

10/6/2019 10:17 AM

21

Managing growth versus traffic

10/6/2019 9:41 AM

22

Unsure

10/6/2019 9:27 AM

23

Thought of apartments going up near Cherokee Class size in schools

10/6/2019 8:42 AM

24

overgrowth, increasing taxes

10/6/2019 8:39 AM

25

Lack of cohesion amongst residents about what constitutes diverse housing. Many residents do
not want high-density properties.

10/6/2019 8:01 AM

26

Too much growth too fast

10/6/2019 7:55 AM

27

How to attract the best new businesses for growth, and how to help the community feel united.

10/6/2019 7:45 AM

28

overall vision and long term plan for development

10/6/2019 7:07 AM
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29

The desire of the administration to create more tax revenue and not seeing the value of having
something special.

10/5/2019 10:28 PM

30

I guess road and highway widening.

10/5/2019 10:05 PM

31

High property taxes

10/5/2019 10:04 PM

32

Trying to bring in low income housing.

10/5/2019 9:41 PM

33

Not enough tax revenue and growth too fast

10/5/2019 9:22 PM

34

Roads and overcrowding the whole township with more housing. Puts too much strain on roads
and infrastructure. With some of the older subdivisions not having kids in school any longer that
may be off setting the new developments.

10/5/2019 9:18 PM

35

Growth faster than infrastructure can support.

10/5/2019 9:03 PM

36

Urban Sprawl, Over development and the destruction of the rural community ambiance.

10/5/2019 8:53 PM

37

Need for responsible sustainable commercial growth- one chance to get this right

10/5/2019 8:46 PM

38

The schools keeping up with population growth.

10/5/2019 8:42 PM

39

The Milikin exchange. It will absolutely ruin the feel of Liberty Township. The Township has a
family friendly, slightly rural feel and it’s just a wholesome place to be. The milikin exchange will
add a lot more traffic and warehouses will ruin the look and feel. Nothing is wrong with having farm
land or empty fields. We don’t need to use every piece of space we have. Warehouses and
manufacturing are rough and not ‘friendly feeling’, semis will replace family SUV’s and clog up our
backroads.

10/5/2019 8:27 PM

40

Loss of green spaces (to new housing communities, new and unnecessary retail plazas, and large
warehouse buildings)

10/5/2019 8:09 PM

41

Appropriate growth.

10/5/2019 8:00 PM

42

Keeping low income housing out of this area

10/5/2019 7:57 PM

43

Need more police presence in the neighborhoods. Vandalism.

10/5/2019 6:48 PM

44

Safety and traffic,

10/5/2019 6:05 PM

45

Conservative visions of growth

10/5/2019 5:58 PM

46

Sprawl

10/5/2019 5:52 PM

47

Lack of public transportation

10/5/2019 5:41 PM

48

To much rental property

10/5/2019 4:58 PM

49

Controlled economic growth

10/5/2019 1:50 PM

50

A growing population with rural infrastructure that

10/5/2019 12:16 PM

51

Probably getting the Miliken interchange approved

10/5/2019 10:34 AM

52

Risk of stagnation of Liberty Center and surrounding land

10/4/2019 12:31 PM

53

Property taxes are a bit high

10/3/2019 11:57 PM

54

Intersections

10/3/2019 9:20 PM

55

Over commercialization

10/2/2019 6:19 PM

56

Smart development. Don't build a bunch of strip malls that will get abandoned in twenty years.

10/2/2019 7:50 AM

57

Growth

10/2/2019 7:39 AM

58

More infrastructure. Traffic congestion in same areas when we need more ways around the traffic.

10/2/2019 12:26 AM

59

The tax burden of Lakota Schools. And an increasing Fire Levy (the most recent is a continuing
levy, so it will not return to the ballot, yet, the Township FD just got a 1 million+ grant for 3 years to
hire 9 firefighters. Once those 3 years are over, one of 2 situations occurs. 1) the Firefighters get
laid off because the budget never had the money to afford them in the first place or 2) our taxes
get jacked up to pay for continuing to keep these 9 that our township could not afford the first time
around. I think the #1 issue facing Liberty Township is career politician Trustees.

10/1/2019 2:08 PM

60

Drawing people from Dayton and Cincinnati to shop/eat here. We need to be more of a destination

10/1/2019 8:52 AM
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61

Lack of identity- business community or residential community

9/30/2019 10:18 AM

62

Stagnancy. Lack of walking, hiking, biking trails.

9/30/2019 8:59 AM

63

controlled growth we need leadership for our parks, we need an individual to oversee this, not be a
step child to roads.

9/27/2019 4:48 PM

64

Roads

9/27/2019 4:12 PM

65

Lack of useable green space, walkability

9/26/2019 6:19 PM

66

Maintaining quality homes and parks while adding business and commercial properties that
respect residential areas.

9/26/2019 2:58 PM

67

Builders wanting to put too many houses too close together

9/26/2019 1:31 PM

68

Matching infrastructure improvements to growth

9/26/2019 12:46 PM

69

Gaining commercial tax dollars to keep the taxes on residents down

9/26/2019 10:49 AM

70

Overdevelopment and higher taxes

9/26/2019 10:01 AM

71

Poor road planning. Multiple roads need widened and left turn traffic lights installed.

9/24/2019 11:42 AM

72

Some traffic issues

9/21/2019 10:40 PM

73

Rapid growth without regulation

9/20/2019 5:15 PM

74

Lowering property values

9/20/2019 1:14 AM

75

Traffic. Many roads are still two lanes operating at 45 mph. With heaven traffics and no median it’s
not safe

9/18/2019 9:37 PM

76

Lack of a cohesive community

9/18/2019 5:57 PM

77

Housing/subdivision over-development

9/18/2019 12:42 PM

78

Growing too fast

9/18/2019 10:07 AM

79

Rental properties popping up everywhere.

9/18/2019 10:05 AM

80

Over growth

9/17/2019 9:56 PM

81

Some two lane roads (like Hamilton Mason) have narrow lanes, with no shoulder, hills, and it does
not feel safe to drive 45mph on them, especially in the dark with reduced visibility.

9/17/2019 6:58 PM

82

Keeping business open School support and better communication from district

9/16/2019 12:22 AM

83

HOA does not enforce community standards

9/15/2019 10:10 PM

84

Traffic/bad drivers, under enforcement of traffic laws.

9/15/2019 9:57 AM

85

Too many houses being built! Stop issuing building permits -

9/15/2019 9:09 AM

86

Need more business tax base - but hopefully east of 75

9/14/2019 7:10 PM

87

Too much development

9/14/2019 5:37 PM

88

Traffic.

9/14/2019 3:45 PM

89

Growing crime

9/14/2019 1:13 PM

90

Too many housing developments going in and not enough roadways to handle the numbersespecially on Cin-day near Lakota East- mornings are horrible if you try to go south. You can’t get
past it!

9/14/2019 12:23 PM

91

Construction

9/14/2019 9:44 AM

92

Don't know if it is #1 but all the development has changed the water table and I for one have seen
more issue with water run off in my yard. This will cause septic issues. Concern with farm land
being bought up for more homes

9/14/2019 9:19 AM

93

Access with quick growth

9/14/2019 9:06 AM
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94

The township's middle-aged and elite demographics, who put our communities in a chokehold
whenever change is necessary. In the past, some businesses that hoped of joining our township
were ridiculed and even chased away by this older group of residents, due to one or more opinions
they believed were shared by the rest of us. I fear that our lack of progression is due to those who
want things to stay exactly the way they are now. With our township's population surpassing
40,000 recently, we need to start acting like a city and find ways to sustain business and work
here. Having our residents leave Liberty Township to go to work in neighboring communities is not
moving forward; it's being stagnate.

9/13/2019 6:16 PM

95

Over-growth and over-development

9/13/2019 8:55 AM

96

explosive growth, school budget strain is affection quality of education

9/13/2019 8:47 AM

97

We really haven't been here long enough to know.

9/13/2019 8:45 AM

98

Traffic

9/13/2019 5:46 AM

99

Too many houses and too much concrete.

9/12/2019 11:44 PM

100

I'm not really sure.

9/12/2019 10:52 PM

101

Poor roads. The repairs to Kyle’s station meadows dr made the road worse than before the
repairs.

9/12/2019 9:43 PM

102

More growth of families.

9/12/2019 9:06 PM

103

Overspending , over building and taxing private homeowners too much and not enough taxing of
businesses.

9/12/2019 8:55 PM

104

Getting rid of all farm land for subdivisions The trustees stink

9/12/2019 8:39 PM

105

Inadequate infrastructure. Traffic continues to get worse Takes 15 minutes to get from Princeton to
129 at times.

9/12/2019 8:32 PM

106

Employment of professionals locally

9/12/2019 8:08 PM

107

Traffic

9/12/2019 7:40 PM

108

roads

9/12/2019 7:12 PM

109

Over crowding Stop developing farm land

9/12/2019 7:04 PM

110

Being overbuilt around existing neighborhoods. Zone changes that affect neighborhoods directly

9/12/2019 6:47 PM

111

Controlling growth and crime

9/12/2019 5:18 PM

112

Traffic

9/12/2019 4:57 PM

113

Vacant property along Cin Day Rd. Need additional exit ramp at Millikan to ease traffic off of 129
and Cin Dayton Rd

9/12/2019 4:08 PM

114

Housing is too high, roads are not conducive to the traffic for the constant new developing
neighborhoods. Retirement here is difficult due to the fact that builders build very few Ranch
homes these days, why is that? Roads are fine to shopping and entertainment. These need fixed
way before the Union Center thing going on (Irelaize that is not Liberty Twp). If it’s not broke why
fix it....fix what is broke. Way took many roundabouts put in before actual roads are fixed.
Roundabouts have created yet more seep on these already dangerous roads.

9/12/2019 3:52 PM

115

The balance between financial stability/fiscal responsibility and improvements that keep up with
current demands for amenities that make a community appealing.

9/12/2019 3:41 PM

116

Infrastructure to accommodate growth

9/12/2019 3:40 PM

117

Too many developments or adding apartments.

9/12/2019 3:37 PM

118

Keeping large industrial growth out of the township

9/12/2019 3:25 PM

119

residential versus industrial; can't rely on industrial to support our infrastructure

9/12/2019 3:05 PM

120

Rapid growth and development- too much!!!! Keep the community small!!!

9/12/2019 3:03 PM

121

Not enough activities/family fun

9/12/2019 3:03 PM

122

Traffic

9/12/2019 2:48 PM
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123

Not having own zip code and post office. Also so much growth which brings more traffic and
overcrowded schools. High taxes.

9/12/2019 2:46 PM

124

Schools

9/12/2019 2:39 PM

125

Over building

9/12/2019 2:19 PM

126

Rate of growth

9/12/2019 2:14 PM

127

Lack of connectivity outside of cars. This is a very disconnected township. No master plan for
multi-use paths and connectivity between major locations in the township.

9/12/2019 2:08 PM

128

Growth

9/12/2019 2:03 PM

129

Growth

9/12/2019 2:03 PM

130

traffic

9/12/2019 1:58 PM

131

Noise Pollution

9/12/2019 1:54 PM

132

Traffic, commercial over saturation

9/12/2019 1:51 PM

133

Traffic/rate of growth

9/12/2019 1:39 PM

134

Growing too fast and developing too much land into residential and/or commercial space.

9/12/2019 1:28 PM

135

Traffic

9/12/2019 1:23 PM

136

No county sanitary sewer and drainage sewers, and better, wider road.

9/12/2019 1:21 PM

137

Traffic

9/12/2019 1:20 PM

138

People wanting to make it a big city

9/12/2019 1:00 PM

139

Adding more high paying jobs by attracting more investment along the I75 corridor. But need to
add additional I-75 interchange(s) between Monroe and 129

9/12/2019 12:38 PM

140

Overdevelopment

9/12/2019 12:37 PM

141

I see all the zoning request for building new homes and am afraid that we will no longer have that
best of both worlds feel since all the farmland will be developed.

9/12/2019 12:15 PM

142

Overcrowded roads. Need Millikin 275 interchange!

9/12/2019 12:07 PM

143

too much development

9/12/2019 12:06 PM

144

Roads

9/12/2019 11:44 AM

145

Traffic flow

9/12/2019 11:39 AM

146

Sidewalks and trails!

9/12/2019 11:38 AM

147

Traffic

9/12/2019 11:37 AM

148

Too many people

9/12/2019 11:37 AM

149

Roads!!

9/12/2019 11:35 AM

150

Over development. Traffic

9/12/2019 11:32 AM

151

Over development without adiquate green space, Bike lanes on major roads

9/12/2019 11:17 AM

152

Maintaining green space and road safety

9/12/2019 11:08 AM

153

There have been higher quantity of reports of theft, burglary, and vandalism on platforms like
Nextdoor

9/12/2019 10:56 AM

154

NA

9/12/2019 10:53 AM

155

highway capacity, when and how much to limit development. Less is more. Contractors and
politicians only concerning with making money.

9/12/2019 10:51 AM

156

Traffic. especially on 75, cin-day and 129

9/12/2019 10:46 AM
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157

Overdevelopment. Leave the land alone. It’s prime farmland, and the population continues to grow.
We don’t need more homes, apartments or warehouses. It’s nice when a new restaurant comes in
here or there, but keep it to the area around Liberty Center or Yankee Kroger and other existing
developments. We don’t need urban sprawl. West Chester has destroyed what was previously a
great community and we have talked about moving away just to get away from it if the creep
continues to Liberty Twp. Their crime rate is worse than they let on to residents (I personally know
victims or victim’s families who have told me of crimes the township works hard to keep out the
headlines). If you manage existing properties well, home values will continue to increase and the
community will continue to draw new residents - it will just make the market more competitive.
Develop more green spaces, parks and walkways connecting the existing developments and
housing. Keep the rural feel of our community- development has already gone too far.

9/12/2019 10:43 AM

158

Democrats period. They ruin anything they touch with their godless insane socialist thinking. Build
the community out with a conservative, God fearing plan and the people will be respectful and
keep our community great. Allow any bit of liberalism to creep in, and it's over.

9/12/2019 10:35 AM

159

Liberty center not making money and paying its debt.

9/12/2019 10:27 AM

160

Planning ahead. If the township continues to grow in population then the need for infrastructure to
handle the increase is crucial. I believe the decisions happening in the township now will play a
crucial role in keeping the township a desired place to live with all of the great things people like
about it.

9/12/2019 10:23 AM

161

Overdevelopment

9/12/2019 9:50 AM

162

Overcrowding

9/12/2019 9:42 AM

163

Unknown

9/12/2019 9:35 AM

164

Mail service

9/12/2019 9:33 AM

165

Traffic. Needs better road infrastructure to ease congestion, lights take too long/ are too short.

9/12/2019 9:24 AM

166

don’t do what fairfield has done ....building apartments instead of new homes or industry

9/12/2019 9:22 AM

167

Unrestricted growth taking green spaces/farms

9/12/2019 9:18 AM

168

Allowing large businesses to abandon their former locations and relocate down the street to build
bigger facilities while the cost prevents smaller businesses from being able to afford a location in
Liberty Twp.

9/12/2019 9:18 AM

169

Population increases

9/12/2019 9:09 AM

170

Upcoming apartments proposal will reduce my property value. No night life. I dont want to leave my
city to nearby. Family oriented areas like Loveland has bike rentals on trails to take family bike
riding, walking trails like Forest Park has bike trail, picnic area, paddle boating, fishing and picnic
area, ice cream shop but Liberty doesn’t have that.

9/12/2019 8:34 AM

171

The water is expensive.

9/12/2019 6:58 AM

172

Improper development

9/11/2019 9:30 PM

173

Too dense of population that will be beyond what the infastructure can support.

9/11/2019 8:09 PM

174

over development crowding the school district

9/11/2019 4:48 PM

175

Nothing very unique and lacking good leadership

9/11/2019 4:37 PM

176

High Taxes

9/11/2019 1:41 PM

177

Traffic

9/11/2019 1:16 PM

178

Disconnected neighborhoods. If you have kids in the high schools there is a sense of community.
Otherwise it is easy to feel disconnected from your neighbors. Liberty Center is great, but it is
located in the extreme southeast corner of the township.

9/11/2019 12:32 PM

179

Trying to add apartments and shopping centers everywhere - specifically way too close to housing
neighborhoods

9/11/2019 12:19 PM

180

High property taxes

9/11/2019 12:11 AM

181

How to fill empty retail space.

9/10/2019 8:59 PM

182

No business base . Not business friendly. Low income developments

9/10/2019 8:24 PM
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183

Road closures

9/10/2019 7:14 PM

184

Retail and recreational areas are too centralized and need to expand.

9/10/2019 7:11 PM

185

Balancing growth and convenience vs ugly cookie cutter sprawl.

9/10/2019 5:28 PM

186

Traffic. It has gotten too cluttered with housing. Not enough roads to move the traffic. Not enough
green space/parks. The closest major park is VOA and that “park” is very limited.

9/10/2019 5:24 PM

187

Funding infrastructure.

9/10/2019 5:09 PM

188

Potential for spillover of crime, drugs from neighboring areas.

9/10/2019 4:51 PM

189

Infrastructure, building roads, off ramps, etc for growth, would love to see more walking/cart trails
between neighborhoods

9/10/2019 4:31 PM

190

Over development with more retail space than will ever be needed. Why was my beautiful
neighborhood allowed a crappy restaurant and retail to destroy the open free space we were all
promised in buying land here. Residential property owners are taxed heavily and for what? More
retail space that is tax favored and unnecessary. As the population ages and folks retire they will
be left with residential tax burdens that are unsustainable.

9/10/2019 4:30 PM

191

Too fast growth

9/10/2019 4:20 PM

192

Heroin. As I don't have access to the finances and issue list from a trustee's viewpoint, this is hard
to answer.

9/10/2019 3:32 PM

193

Traffic, especially on Cincinnati Dayton Road above 129 and at intersection to high school. Road
design must keep up with growth and development.

9/10/2019 10:33 AM

194

Haven’t lived here long enough to have an opinion.

9/9/2019 3:06 PM

195

Growing too quick and building on all the green space

9/9/2019 1:00 PM

196

I have lived in the immediate area for over 50 years. I have experienced all of the growing pains
over the decades. The biggest threat I feel is losing the Townships identity of being a Rural
Suburban Community. There is no talent in planning a community. whos only identity is being one
giant subdivision /commercial park. It is so easy to allow real estate and commercial property
developers, to overbuild the resources of the Twp. I have seen it happen time and again over the
decades. The community should take advantage of modern urban planning methods. Maximizing
our community for the long term future, not just the immediate future.

9/9/2019 12:23 PM

197

Retail businesses diversity

9/9/2019 10:47 AM

198

lack of housing diversity

9/5/2019 3:59 PM

199

Establishing a strong business district relieving some of the tax burden from the residence. But
maintaining a much larger residential base so the township does not degrade.

9/4/2019 9:10 PM

200

Find that right balance of commercial and residential development yet keeping that small town feel.

9/4/2019 7:45 AM

201

Over capacity

9/3/2019 11:07 PM

202

X

9/3/2019 10:00 PM

203

Do not allow zoning change on 747 near Vista Verde. We do not want multi-family section 8
housing.

9/2/2019 2:37 PM

204

More places for kids to play outdoors during the summer.

9/1/2019 11:32 PM

205

Construction blocking major roads making it near impossible going east to west across Liberty
Twp.

9/1/2019 1:59 PM

206

Additional tax revenue generation outside of property tax

9/1/2019 12:42 AM

207

Overcrowded public school system and lack of private options

8/31/2019 11:14 AM

208

Awareness of residents of opportunities for Community involvement in activities and events.

8/31/2019 9:05 AM

209

roads not keeping up with growth

8/30/2019 9:15 PM

210

Our own zip code

8/30/2019 7:44 PM

211

Safety

8/30/2019 7:36 PM
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212

I think some of the intersections are extremely dangerous. Traveling to the intersection of Mauds
Hughes and Kyles Station daily is a severe headache. It is so dangerous and people constantly
run the stop signs because they know that two sides of the 4 way can’t see them. Also, not having
more street lights in our neighborhood is a huge safety concern for the children.

8/30/2019 7:23 PM

213

Property taxes are extremely high

8/30/2019 6:50 PM

214

Access to the highway

8/29/2019 9:59 PM

215

Lack of recreational facilities.

8/29/2019 7:15 AM

216

Keeping the balance between rural and commercial areas

8/29/2019 6:50 AM

217

narrow streets

8/28/2019 10:27 PM

218

You are allowing commercial development to drive a wedge between the long term invested
(Home Owners) and trust in the Trustees. Some areas already have tight boundaries with
commercial property and the idea to drive more commercial into residential is wrong, especially
where roads merge together such as 747 into Rt 4. More business is not needed along both.
There are plenty of locations that need businesses to move in that are already built, incentives
should be made to populate those areas.

8/28/2019 10:03 PM

219

Traffic

8/28/2019 9:37 PM

220

Disconnection between rural residents and the more populated areas

8/28/2019 8:28 PM

221

Too much retail development. Liberty Centre isn’t doing well, so why add more retail? We prefer to
live in a quiet community rather than a development greedy one. Please say no to additional retail
development!

8/28/2019 8:08 PM

222

TRAFFIC

8/28/2019 7:55 PM

223

Growth without a solid infrastructure.

8/28/2019 7:26 PM

224

Narrow roads

8/28/2019 7:19 PM

225

Turning residential areas into commercial and industrial areas. People move to Liberty Twp for the
country atmosphere.

8/28/2019 6:50 PM

226

Liberty center failing to make debt payments

8/28/2019 6:22 PM

227

Easier highway access. Will need wider roads heading towards the future.

8/28/2019 5:22 PM

228

Keeping up with population growth in the township

8/28/2019 4:41 PM

229

A bigger, more robust, more awesome public park system would be huge. More places for folks to
get outside and commune. Parks are more popular than ever and they absolutely add to the
quality of life of the residents.

8/28/2019 4:25 PM

230

Managing the challenges that come with rapid residential growth

8/28/2019 4:23 PM

231

Fast growth

8/28/2019 3:54 PM

232

Too much construction and dangerous intersections

8/28/2019 3:51 PM

233

No school buses for 9th grade and up is horrible. We are listing our house over summer and
moving a a legit school district. Taxes are way too high, explain to me what Im paying for except
the name of Liberty Township

8/28/2019 3:18 PM

234

Growing too rapidly

8/28/2019 3:04 PM

235

Access to close shopping facilities.

8/28/2019 2:43 PM

236

Bussing for high school

8/28/2019 2:42 PM

237

Lack of continued open communication and opportunities

8/28/2019 11:02 AM

238

With large schools I thk they miss the small town feels that other cities have. This could be
improved with more city events to get people out as well as more offerings clubs and things. Parks
are doing better but would be improved with a splash pad or science museum.

8/28/2019 10:17 AM

239

Growing pains associated with traffic, road quality and over-production of homes/neighborhoods
diluting the exclusivity of the area.

8/28/2019 10:08 AM

240

Infrastructure: Keeping up with deteriorating roads. Need lower speed limits on "country" roads.
Not enough police presence to deal with speeders in "school zones" while lights are flashing.

8/28/2019 10:06 AM
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241

Growth - doing so in the right manner. I moved here because it was more farmland than houses
and now it is going the opposite direction. Making me at times wanting to move away.

8/28/2019 9:50 AM

242

Unsure, but a splash pad for kids would be nice so we don’t have to drive to all the surrounding
communities for summer fun

8/28/2019 9:21 AM

243

Traffic. Lack of own police force

8/28/2019 8:41 AM

244

Need more bike lanes

8/27/2019 11:26 AM

245

maintaining rural nature

8/27/2019 10:36 AM

246

I'm not sure.

8/27/2019 9:07 AM

247

Bottlenecks at many intersections such as Hamilton Mason and Mauds Hughes and Mauds
Hughes at Princeton. Traffic growth and overbuilding for current roads is an important item to
consider. Also, older homes or subdivisions not maintaining property to acceptable standards.

8/26/2019 9:58 AM

248

Same as above

8/26/2019 12:06 AM

249

Insufficient roads to support all of the new building

8/25/2019 9:13 PM

250

property taxes are extremely high for very little services in return

8/25/2019 8:12 PM

251

While it's improving, some of the roads still need work to accommodate then growth. More
roundabouts needed! OR Lack of housing for first-time buyers. Majority of homes appear to be
newer communities or ones with higher real estate prices than many young families cannot afford.

8/25/2019 7:51 PM

252

Traffic

8/25/2019 7:49 PM

253

When do we stop developing? We have to protect the rural beauty that we currently enjoy. I’m
worried we are going to develop too much of it so it will just look like any other township.

8/25/2019 7:34 PM

254

Not sure

8/25/2019 6:46 PM

255

Maintaining the Lakota school district, smart growth, traffic management.

8/25/2019 1:45 PM

256

Not sure

8/24/2019 4:37 PM

257

Traffic congestion

8/24/2019 4:05 PM

258

In my neighborhood, it is developers wanting to build apartment buildings in our backyard. Liberty
Township does not need apartments in the middle of single family neighborhoods.

8/23/2019 8:35 PM

259

Roads & schools keeping up with the ever increasing number of residents. Maintaining green
space.

8/23/2019 2:28 PM

260

Over Building

8/23/2019 8:18 AM

261

Threat of so many empty business structures making our town look vacant in some areas.

8/23/2019 6:26 AM

262

Loss of green space from Rapid growth

8/22/2019 11:00 PM

263

Generating corporate tax dollars to help support growth initiatives.

8/22/2019 10:08 PM

264

Drugs and crime outside the township

8/22/2019 10:04 PM

265

The idea of filling up all the land with “something” and losing our small community, township feel.
And as a result, growing too big, too fast.

8/22/2019 9:59 PM

266

Allowing industrial warehouses and businesses next to residential subdivisions that will devalue
properties and cause families to leave.

8/22/2019 9:50 PM

267

Walkability for school age children, (lack of bussing is dangerous)

8/22/2019 8:22 PM

268

Speed of growth

8/22/2019 8:03 PM

269

How to manage growth.

8/22/2019 7:52 PM

270

Increased traffic due to urban sprawl

8/22/2019 7:36 PM

271

Too many green areas are being lost to development. The roads built to support farms are
becoming overcrowded and under maintained. The balance has been tipped too heavily to
development.

8/22/2019 7:36 PM

272

Traffic management

8/22/2019 7:27 PM
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273

Miliken interchange

8/22/2019 7:23 PM

274

Too much traffic, no sidewalks, no bike paths

8/22/2019 5:48 PM

275

Conflict in whether to allow manufacturing/office space to take up more land area

8/22/2019 5:32 PM

276

Overgrowth. Too many subdivisions popping up and pur schools cannot handle the influx of kids.

8/22/2019 5:27 PM

277

road infrastructure keeping up with growth

8/22/2019 5:21 PM

278

Balancing growth so as not to lose the rural feel of the township

8/22/2019 5:15 PM

279

The challenges that the conflict between our great draw of livability, walkability and lifestyle living
with the need to keep revenue streams moving.

8/22/2019 4:54 PM

280

Population the current infrastructure will not be able to keep up with the residential development.

8/22/2019 4:46 PM

281

Overbuilding of industry that will impact the daily lives of residents, housing worth, etc

8/22/2019 4:32 PM

282

Some roads are still in pretty bad shape

8/22/2019 3:48 PM

283

new businesses

8/22/2019 3:37 PM

284

Liberty Township is rapidly growing and, as with all rural areas that experience rapid growth, the
two-lane farm roads are becoming increasingly congested. The region is doing its best to widen
roads, build regional highways and construct interchanges with I-75 to lessen the burden, but the
growth rate is ahead of the construction curve and will remain that way for the foreseeable future.
At this writing the Butler county regional highway has been in operation for a few years and has
offered much needed relief for East-West commuting. As growth converges from the north
(Dayton) and the south (Cincinnati) more regional highways will be required. Taxes are to high for
us retirees. If they keep going up we will not be able to afford to stay.

8/22/2019 2:49 PM

285

Will Liberty Center ever meet revenue and occupancy projections or will it become a vacant
burden on the Township?

8/22/2019 2:38 PM

286

Narrow roads &traffic

8/22/2019 2:14 PM

287

Growth and expansion exceeding the pace of keeping up with infrastructure needs.

8/22/2019 1:48 PM

288

Growing responsibly with residents first

8/22/2019 1:43 PM

289

Keeping infrastructure on pace with the amount of development

8/22/2019 1:42 PM

290

Correct usage of the

8/22/2019 1:39 PM

291

Over building

8/22/2019 1:15 PM

292

Lack of “community” feeling. The size leads to a since of existing rather than feeling as we are a
unique community. Often Liberty gets limped into West Chester/Liberty

8/22/2019 1:09 PM

293

Need more assets and activities.

8/22/2019 1:06 PM

294

Controlling the needed growth and yet keeping the rural character of the Township. Such as
increase of business and entertainment venues (that seem to be locating in West Chester).
Ensure though that we look at this as being in it together with surrounding areas/town/townships.

8/22/2019 12:29 PM

295

Not enough farms

8/22/2019 11:34 AM

296

Over population and loss of green space

8/22/2019 11:26 AM

297

street limitations for increased traffic due to growth of populations and residential building

8/22/2019 11:21 AM

298

Too much residential development. The township is rapidly losing its rural / agricultural
atmosphere and turning into another boring bedroom community.

8/22/2019 11:15 AM

299

Red light runners and speeding, car break ins

8/22/2019 10:58 AM

300

Keeping up with growth and making sure that the planned zoning areas don't get changed to put
business/warehouses where residential zoning was originally planned.

8/22/2019 10:29 AM

301

TOO MUCH RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT!

8/22/2019 10:20 AM

302

The high speed of many roads.

8/22/2019 10:07 AM

303

Traffic congestion with uncontrolled/unregulated rationale growth.

8/22/2019 9:57 AM

304

Lots and lots of empty retail space with new construction projects on the horizon.

8/22/2019 9:53 AM
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305

Need to add the interchange to Milliken.

8/22/2019 9:48 AM

306

managing growth both residential and commercial

8/22/2019 9:37 AM

307

Losing green space

8/22/2019 9:36 AM

308

Crazy people trying to turn left from Mauds-Hughes onto Princeton between 5-6pm :) Please put a
roundabout in there!

8/22/2019 9:33 AM

309

Avoid overcrowding and over commercialization.

8/22/2019 9:25 AM

310

Keeping things attractive, clean, safe to retain and keep productive families who will maintain their
properties and community

8/22/2019 9:20 AM

311

Planning and investment that balances immediate needs and sustainable growth while
simultaneously respecting diverse visions for what the community should be

8/22/2019 9:19 AM

312

Over crowding

8/22/2019 9:15 AM

313

Constant construction and road closures

8/22/2019 9:13 AM

314

Making sure that Liberty Twp stays a nice community that people want to live in. Talks of industrial
type industries along our highway access, makes the housing close to less valuable.

8/22/2019 9:08 AM

315

Too expensive to buy here for young families

8/22/2019 9:08 AM

316

Controling the growth

8/22/2019 9:05 AM

317

Overcrowding

8/21/2019 10:33 PM

318

No clear goal or direction? Is there a central location to Liberty Twp? Is it Yankee Rd or Rt. 747?
All new development should begin to have a consistent look, thus branding our township.

8/21/2019 9:30 PM

319

Too many homes that are only for families not enough empty nesters housing. Not enough things
for seniors to do.

8/21/2019 9:12 PM

320

Over building. Both of houses and the threat of industrial expansion

8/21/2019 8:12 PM

321

Traffic

8/21/2019 7:59 PM

322

A staffing pool for the businesses in the area

8/21/2019 7:44 PM

323

Traffic and a long term growth strategy

8/21/2019 7:03 PM

324

Keeping up with the growth

8/21/2019 6:57 PM

325

Growth--with the community rapidly growing, the infrastructure (roads) needs to grow too.

8/21/2019 6:42 PM

326

Need more affordable ranch homes, baby boomers about the retire, two stories hard to negotiate.
Again, traffic - need more widenings with turn lanes.

8/21/2019 6:30 PM

327

Housing is becoming too high

8/21/2019 6:28 PM

328

It’s not walkable, need bike/walk paths like Mason connecting neighborhoods

8/21/2019 6:13 PM

329

need more large attractions, either employers or retail

8/21/2019 5:05 PM

330

Guessing Tax Renenue

8/21/2019 4:08 PM

331

Properly planning growth

8/21/2019 4:05 PM

332

traffic. The Millikin interchange can't come soon enough!

8/21/2019 3:33 PM

333

Not enough population to warrant all the unnecessary building.

8/21/2019 3:09 PM

334

Traffic & lack of sidewalks

8/21/2019 3:06 PM

335

Trustees trying to encourage industrial businesses in the middle of neighborhoods and schools.

8/21/2019 2:52 PM

336

Responsible growth, not growth for growths sake

8/21/2019 2:51 PM

337

???

8/21/2019 2:03 PM

338

Construction. Roads are being repaved, and slightly widened- but most of these same roads really
need widened with additional lanes. Repaving seems unnecessary. Also, the parallel-running side
roads are all being refinished so close together. Millikin, Princeton, Kyle's Station, Maud Hughs...
Detours everywhere, for 15 weeks at a time. Commutes are frustrating, we never know what street
is open.

8/20/2019 2:22 PM
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339

Overpopulating and less farm land....it’s kind of sad.

8/19/2019 9:12 PM

340

Impeding cheap residential projects for low income

8/19/2019 8:12 PM

341

Keep the area safe and continue to attract families and businesses without increasing property
taxes or instituting income taxes.

8/19/2019 5:41 PM

342

Overcrowding. Developments of apartment complexes.

8/19/2019 4:54 PM

343

risk of overdevelopment too fast. we don't want what happened to Hilliard, OH. too many
apartments, congestion and transients.

8/19/2019 3:53 PM

344

Growing enough businesses to balance the residential base yet keeping the sense of country
space.

8/19/2019 3:15 PM

345

Same as answer 6. Multi family housing built near our private homes will force many of us to move
away. We came here because there were no multi family homes.

8/19/2019 2:09 PM

346

Building unattractive structures

8/19/2019 1:59 PM

347

Too fast a growth. People move to these areas to have modern conveniences close but still want
to have open space and a rural feel

8/19/2019 1:25 PM

348

traffic

8/19/2019 10:42 AM

349

Commute time to work - have considered moving to be closer to gainful employment (closet to
Cincinnati and/or Dayton)

8/19/2019 10:38 AM

350

Growth, it’s growing so fast. We need our own zip code. I have never understood why we are
considered Middletown. ( we are not even close, closer to Monroe than Middletown)

8/19/2019 5:29 AM

351

Growth and school issues. Keeping up with all the growth.

8/19/2019 3:58 AM

352

Rapid growth, traffic congestion, insufficient infrastructure

8/18/2019 2:01 PM

353

Overbuilding is #1. The currently proposed massive apartment development ‘Village North’ is a
huge mistake. The apartments in Liberty Center are struggling to gain residents so adding some
700 more as Village North’s Atlanta based developers are proposing will bring massive traffic
congestion to roads that are already at capacity during peak hours. Yes I know they have tied in to
a local Justin Doyle homes, but he isn’t running the show. I’ve lived in and seen developers ruin
communities before by over building. That proposed area should be fine for some retail, grocery,
restuarants and single family homes at most.

8/18/2019 1:00 PM

354

How to best use the additional land without causing too much crowding and traffic.

8/18/2019 8:53 AM

355

Some of the older roads

8/17/2019 6:19 PM

356

Maintaining the Township - continue to be a desirable place to move.

8/17/2019 4:08 PM

357

Making sure we don't end up with a bunch of strip mall that will be abandoned in twenty years.

8/17/2019 2:25 PM

358

Overburdebed roads and no transportation other than personal vehicles

8/17/2019 12:04 PM

359

Rapid growth with potential to cause road issues.

8/17/2019 10:05 AM

360

Houses all look the same

8/17/2019 8:43 AM

361

No good answer

8/17/2019 7:33 AM

362

congestion at road intersections

8/17/2019 5:49 AM

363

The increased development without it being Developed in a strategic order . Flow occurs when
things have Natural order too them . A field a few houses here there everywhere Small large .
When it comes together you just see it and it feels right. It occurs because things have been
thought out were they go but it feels natural

8/16/2019 11:55 PM

364

Access to I75 highway

8/16/2019 10:59 PM

365

Close-minded individuals not willing to listen to all sides of issues

8/16/2019 10:12 PM

366

Sustainable Commercial tax base

8/16/2019 8:16 PM

367

Developers and home builders making all the decisions by influencing govt officials without long
term vision

8/16/2019 8:06 PM

368

Over population

8/16/2019 7:33 PM
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369

75/129 interchange design, growth in the Liberty Way area, condition of Bethany housing

8/16/2019 6:37 PM

370

?

8/16/2019 6:15 PM

371

Roads are too narrow for the increased popularion

8/16/2019 5:53 PM

372

Traffic

8/16/2019 4:57 PM

373

Traffic

8/16/2019 2:51 PM

374

Controlling traffic. Speed is the main issue. It's like the speed limit is nonexistent around Four
Bridges and VOA

8/16/2019 2:31 PM

375

Lack of speed enforcement contributing to dangerous road conditions.

8/16/2019 2:28 PM

376

Politics and scratching their friends back. Not here for the community

8/16/2019 2:25 PM

377

Issue and benefit-growth!

8/16/2019 2:01 PM

378

Roads are not sufficient to handle the traffic for more development to occur.

8/16/2019 1:16 PM

379

Improving traffic as more growth continues to happen.

8/16/2019 1:13 PM

380

Roads can't handle increasing traffic, yet you keep building without expanding roads

8/16/2019 1:07 PM

381

Traffic congestion ...building without consideration for the impact on schools...repeated inability to
pass school bond levies

8/16/2019 1:05 PM

382

Balancing development with green space needs

8/16/2019 1:04 PM

383

Infrastructure

8/16/2019 1:00 PM

384

Traffic management during rush hour. Speed meters especially on BW Road and Liberty

8/16/2019 12:54 PM

385

Managing appropriate growth by recruiting high tech business to the area

8/16/2019 12:12 PM

386

taxes and Liberty Township needs its own zip code.

8/16/2019 11:33 AM

387

Population growth and how that impacts our land as well as our schools.

8/16/2019 11:09 AM

388

I would say dealing with growth and finding ways to keep local monies local.

8/16/2019 7:55 AM

389

Biking/walking/running paths personally

8/16/2019 6:23 AM

390

Properly balancing growth to manage new homes, new business to keep our great place to live
feel

8/16/2019 6:16 AM

391

some roads are not wide enough and are in disrepair

8/16/2019 5:56 AM

392

Traffic, increasing theft

8/16/2019 2:12 AM

393

Lack of urban development planning. We need to focus on accessibility how to make community
walkable, bikeable, and more community centric. We need a “downtown”

8/16/2019 12:16 AM

394

Too much development while old buildings sit empty

8/15/2019 11:53 PM

395

taxes to high

8/15/2019 10:30 PM

396

Not sure

8/15/2019 8:55 PM

397

Continued rapid development including multiple developers proposing rental style properties (patio
homes, apartments, etc.) which decrease property values.

8/15/2019 8:42 PM

398

Traffic

8/15/2019 8:36 PM

399

if we are fiscally sound, i cannot think of anything..there are long range plans, and if we are ready
for those...

8/15/2019 7:57 PM

400

Loss of character due to poor development plans.

8/15/2019 7:42 PM

401

Developers of housing driving development.

8/15/2019 7:31 PM

402

Overcrowding of the area

8/15/2019 7:12 PM

403

Traffic from rapid growth, insufficient infrastructure, I-75 access, convenient and quick rout to I-71

8/15/2019 7:06 PM

404

Space for schools

8/15/2019 6:41 PM

405

Lack of bussing

8/15/2019 6:36 PM
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406

Over crowded

8/15/2019 6:27 PM

407

Industry

8/15/2019 6:14 PM

408

Employment opportunities

8/15/2019 6:11 PM

409

Growing too fast..the roads/infastructure can't handle the expansion.

8/15/2019 6:07 PM

410

We have too many parents not willing or unable to take control of the situations involving their
children thus putting more responsibility on the schools and the leaders.

8/15/2019 5:48 PM

411

The traffic is bad. Getting anywhere using 747 is terrible.

8/15/2019 5:29 PM

412

Managing growth

8/15/2019 5:14 PM

413

Too much road construction right when school starts.. Millikin closed for 15 weeks(?) Why couldn't
his work be done during the summer months?

8/15/2019 4:53 PM

414

Over population.

8/15/2019 4:51 PM

415

Too many parcels being rezoned to PUD

8/15/2019 4:49 PM

416

Traffic on most roads

8/15/2019 4:25 PM

417

Over building

8/15/2019 3:49 PM

418

Speeding on our streets.

8/15/2019 3:33 PM

419

Traffic

8/15/2019 3:33 PM

420

See above, lack of some community resources.

8/15/2019 3:21 PM

421

Keeping a balance between residential areas & industrial areas.

8/15/2019 3:04 PM

422

Large population growth in short time

8/15/2019 2:41 PM

423

My personal feeling is the area is building housing at an amazing rate. Ten years ago when I
moved here I was impressed by the rural mix. I would hate to see that all go away.

8/15/2019 2:14 PM

424

Growing without losing that rural feeling.

8/15/2019 2:08 PM

425

I would like to see more improvement within Lakota Schools.

8/15/2019 2:07 PM

426

Growth too fast. Too many neighborhoods drawing 200,000 homes. Would like to see nicer
neighborhoods going in. Not where they will be run down in 10 years.

8/15/2019 2:07 PM

427

Streets are not updated

8/15/2019 1:49 PM

428

Expansion

8/15/2019 1:49 PM

429

Lack of industry.

8/15/2019 1:39 PM

430

Taxes

8/15/2019 1:36 PM

431

Growing too fast.

8/15/2019 1:34 PM

432

Need more high paying jobs and a way to tax that income to benefit the township. Instead of trying
to attract retail (it is necessary) try to increase medical and professional jobs. We need IT,
Architects, attorneys, etc. and the office buildings to accommodate them. Not more industrial or
warehouses.

8/15/2019 1:32 PM

433

Keeping a balance between country, business and residential.

8/15/2019 1:23 PM

434

The possibility of to much growth or talk of more apartments.

8/15/2019 1:21 PM

435

Speed limit on certain roads going by neighbor hoods - none should be over 40/45. Also, more
companies to help with taxes and so people can work in Liberty Township.

8/15/2019 1:15 PM

436

Roadways. Sometimes while sitting in traffic I wonder why we moved here.

8/15/2019 1:13 PM

437

Overdevelopment of land for retail use

8/15/2019 1:12 PM

438

traffic and schools

8/15/2019 12:55 PM

439

Possibility of low income house bringing unwanted issues to the area.

8/15/2019 12:51 PM

440

Traffic and building new homes before having the infrastructure.

8/15/2019 12:51 PM

441

Need more sherif patrols Need post office or at least own zip code ( know you have tried in past)

8/15/2019 12:44 PM
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442

Rental housing with potential for section 8

8/15/2019 12:41 PM

443

Thoughtless expansion of housing - particularly multi family.

8/15/2019 12:40 PM

444

Traffic

8/15/2019 12:34 PM

445

None that I know of.

8/15/2019 12:24 PM

446

A planned development that is bad for the are on 747.

8/15/2019 12:18 PM

447

Overgrowth/overpopulation. The roads can’t handle it.

8/15/2019 12:11 PM

448

Too much growth.

8/15/2019 12:09 PM

449

Too much new development & leaving old empty buildings empty .

8/15/2019 12:05 PM

450

Development

8/15/2019 11:59 AM

451

It's growing faster than the infrastructure can keep up.

8/15/2019 11:57 AM

452

Getting an exit on Millikin

8/15/2019 11:53 AM

453

The rapid increase of taxes is intense and I’m hoping that stops.

8/15/2019 11:50 AM

454

Lack of waking/biking trails Lack of sidewalks Lack of non retail businesses

8/15/2019 11:41 AM

455

High school busing for students.

8/15/2019 11:37 AM

456

Narrow minded residents who dislike anyone who moved here "after them" Afraid of growth and
diversity

8/15/2019 11:23 AM

457

Getting too big and new business not paying their share of taxes.

8/15/2019 11:20 AM

458

We are losing green space and the peace and quite that once was the attractive feature of the
township

8/15/2019 11:19 AM

459

Sources of tax dollars other than property taxes.

8/15/2019 10:41 AM

460

Loss of rural characteristics

8/15/2019 10:39 AM

461

Using up too much of land for business not leaving open natural space

8/15/2019 10:29 AM

462

Stop trying to grow commercial in and around homes. We moved to liberty township knowing we
have to drive to shops.

8/15/2019 10:13 AM

463

?

8/15/2019 10:00 AM

464

Uncertainty around the plans for development of commercial districts. I am concerned that the
development will be uncoordinated and diffuse leaving us with acres of paved parking lots
between individual businesses as opposed to walkable "downtown" streets with more compact
retail/commercial businesses. Liberty Center is a good example of unified development, but how
do we accomplish something similar (even if at a smaller scale) in the Princeton and Bethany
corridors.

8/15/2019 9:48 AM

465

Managing growth that will build connectedness and avoid overcrowding

8/15/2019 9:46 AM

466

Traffic

8/15/2019 9:41 AM

467

Too much growth.

8/15/2019 9:38 AM

468

Growing population

8/15/2019 9:31 AM

469

Developers wanting to build apartment complexes

8/15/2019 9:21 AM

470

We need to attract more businesses and invest in our schools.

8/15/2019 9:00 AM

471

Crowding of schools with so many new developments.

8/15/2019 8:25 AM

472

Growth, both good and bad. The bad side comes from major congestion due to constant
construction and the need to go back and expand water/sewer for areas.

8/15/2019 8:22 AM

473

Too much road construction all at the same time.

8/15/2019 8:16 AM

474

Planning for growth

8/15/2019 8:13 AM

475

Concerned with Liberty Center. Seems like it has stalled out, and hope it continues to grow.

8/15/2019 8:13 AM
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476

Ongoing growth of tax base yet ongoing requests for more property tax. No bussing for the high
schools.

8/15/2019 8:12 AM

477

Not sure

8/15/2019 8:07 AM

478

Too little investment in locally-owned business.

8/15/2019 8:03 AM

479

Crime

8/15/2019 7:47 AM

480

Traffic and proximity to other similar/competing towns/cities.

8/15/2019 7:43 AM

481

Growing too quickly and roads can’t support

8/15/2019 7:33 AM

482

Lack of community feel

8/15/2019 6:55 AM

483

Traffic. And lack of police department.

8/15/2019 6:30 AM

484

Personally its growing so fast its losing the small secure town feel it once had.

8/15/2019 6:24 AM

485

Rapid growth and, keeping up with it.

8/15/2019 6:22 AM

486

Developers trying to bring apartments or other rental properties to LT.

8/15/2019 6:10 AM

487

Over development. Liberty Township is trying to develop every single square inch of land available
without the infrastructure to support it. One of the nice things about being in a suburb is having
some natural landscaping and not having a city feel.

8/15/2019 6:10 AM

488

Over development - the rural area is what makes Liberty Twp. Beautiful.

8/15/2019 5:56 AM

489

Too big too fast.

8/15/2019 5:55 AM

490

Higher taxes than neighboring towns.

8/15/2019 5:53 AM

491

Access to transit options

8/15/2019 5:40 AM

492

Lack of infrastructure to support growing population. E.g., no community center, limited sidewalks
and accessible public spaces

8/15/2019 5:37 AM

493

Too many new homes. Need to stop expanding, there is no room for all these new houses, taking
away green space, will lead to horrible traffic and overcrowding of schools.

8/15/2019 5:27 AM

494

Developers trying to incorporate apartments into housing developments.

8/15/2019 5:12 AM

495

Trying to turn itself into a city vs the community it is

8/15/2019 5:05 AM

496

The roads and intersections not being improved to match the volume of traffic

8/15/2019 5:02 AM

497

Overcrowding

8/15/2019 4:29 AM

498

Infrastructure

8/15/2019 1:11 AM

499

High school taxes. Being over 65 it is a hardship on my fixed income, plus no longer having any
children in school. Retired people should have a tax break for schools. With all the new
communities being built, that means more taxes coming in, so elderly people should get a break!

8/15/2019 12:35 AM

500

Traffic bottlenecks

8/15/2019 12:34 AM

501

Rapid development in the wrong areas

8/14/2019 11:56 PM

502

Risk to quality of life due to overdevelopment and the decrease of property value.

8/14/2019 11:50 PM

503

Desire to grow vs infrastructure. Keep taxes reasonable and pricing of homes is pricing out middle
income families.

8/14/2019 11:44 PM

504

overdevelopment

8/14/2019 11:39 PM

505

High Property taxes

8/14/2019 11:38 PM

506

Lowering taxes and schools cost toooo much

8/14/2019 11:34 PM

507

developers trying to build apartment buildings in wildly inappropriate areas

8/14/2019 11:31 PM

508

Same, rapid growth

8/14/2019 11:25 PM

509

Affordable housing.

8/14/2019 7:55 PM
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510

Over-development in terms of commercial and residential spaces. Let’s keep Liberty township
spaces planned, open, green, and inviting. We don’t need more strip malls or closely packed
homes crowding out the township. Lets not become a congested place to live.
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SurveyMonkey
8/14/2019 7:15 PM

